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1 Review of Modeling Approaches of Tracked Vehicles
1.1 Super-Element Models
Modern day computer-aided methods have allowed large and complex systems to be
modeled and simulated accurately and efficiently. Engineers can leverage simulation tools to
understand not only the overall behavior of a tracked vehicle, but also important internal factors
(e.g., forces on individual parts) that are important to the design.
A popular method known as the Super-Element model treats the track chain as a single
flexible-band and the rest of the running gear as discrete rigid bodies (road wheels, support
rollers, drive sprockets, idlers and chassis components) with kinematic constraints. This reduces
the size of the problem because the track chain is reduced from a number of rigid bodies with
frictional contacts to a single force super-element applied to each road-wheel. Early versions of
this methodology include that by McCullough and Haug [1], where a 2D version of a flexibleband track model was developed.
Sandu and Freeman [2] use this modeling methodology for high-speed military tracked
vehicles. The vehicle model proposed is a three-dimensional model which employs a trailingarm suspension, a torque driven toothed sprocket with a track tension adjusting mechanism
attached to the front idler. Using the assumption that the road wheel radius is large compared
with the track pitch allows the track chain to be modeled as a continuous flexible belt which only
has longitudinal elasticity. Thus the flexible belt has only one Degree of Freedom (DOF), which
is the extension or compression of the length of the belt. This type of super-element model
allows for the vehicle to be simulated on hard or soft soil terrains with obstacles, but is limited in
that it cannot be used to simulate non-straight line runs, e.g. steering maneuvers. Other
simplifying assumptions are made in [2], which include:
• The track does not slip on the toothed sprocket and idler
• The track is in a quasi-static state, with constant velocity
• The first and last road wheels are always in contact with the track.
These assumptions are realistic under most operating conditions, but limit the types of
investigations that can be performed, e.g. acceleration maneuvers.
A variation of the super-element model was developed by Ma and Perkins [3] where the
track chain is described as a continuous uniform elastic rod, and a finite element method is used
to descretize the nonlinear problem. The forces in the track chain response can then described
with linear stiffness and viscous damping. Similar assumptions need to be made for this superelement model, but it has the advantage of capturing high-frequency content of the track-wheelterrain interaction.
The objective of super-element models is to create high-fidelity simulations of the
interaction between the track chain and other running gear components without the
computational cost of implementing the track chain as a large number of rigid bodies with
frictional contacts between the track-chain and terrain as well as the track-chain and road wheels.
A number of simplifying assumptions are made for this type of model, and cannot be used if
non-straight line maneuvers are to be simulated. In order to capture the dynamic response of a
tracked vehicle as it makes non-straightline maneuvers, a multibody approach must be used.
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1.2 Multibody Approach
There are a number of approaches for three-dimensional multibody models, where each
track shoe is considered an individual rigid body. Rubinstein and Hitron [4] create a model
which incorporates a detailed description of the track, suspension system and the dynamic
interaction between its components. Each track shoe is considered a rigid body and is connected
to its neighboring track shoes via a kinematic revolute joint constraint. The road-wheel track-link
interaction is described with three-dimensional contact force elements, and the track-link terrain
interaction is modeled with a pressure-sinkage force relationship.
Ryu, Bae, Choi and Shabana [5] created a three-dimensional multibody model similar to
that in [4], except that the vehicle has a compliant track chain. The revolute joints which connect
track shoes with their neighbors are replaced with compliant force elements which are described
by stiffness and damping values. The model in [5] also includes fairly sophisticated hydropneumatic suspension units, and techniques for experimentally measuring the contact and
bushing force parameters are presented. Ryu, Huh, Bae and Choi [6] build on the methodology
proposed in [5] by further developing the contact force model to investigate the advantages of
using an active track tensioner in the vehicle design.

2 Options for Modeling the Dynamic Behavior of Military
Tracked Vehicles with Emphasis on the Track Chain
In regards to the modeling and simulation of mechanical systems, there are numerous
commercially available software packages, including DADS, Recurdyn, MD/ADAMS, etc.
Commercial software was used due to the emphasis on the analysis of the track chain. The
available software is capable of modeling and simulating many different vehicle configurations,
is robust, and has been shown to be accurate when used properly. However, it was found that
there were shortcomings in the ability to model and simulate vehicles operating on soft-soil and
granular terrain, which will be discussed in sections 4 and 5. We chose MD/ADAMS as the
commercial software to be used in this investigation for two reasons. It is the most widely used
mechanical modeling and simulation package used by industry, and because we have used it in
the past for similar projects involving vehicle simulation.
There are three main reasons for using a COTS simulation package such as MD/ADAMS
to model and simulate a vehicle. First, there is Graphic User Interface (GUI) support that allows
the user to visually create and modify parts and apply forces and constraints to the model.
Second, the resulting Equations of Motion (EOMs) are automatically assembled from the
information relevant to the dynamics (i.e. part masses, inertias, constraints, force elements, etc.)
that the user prescribes when building the model. ADAMS uses generalized Cartesian
coordinates, thus the assembled EOMs are a set of Differential Algebraic Equations of index
three which requires a numerical integration scheme to advance the problem in time. Finally,
ADAMS has a variety of robust and efficient integration algorithms that solve the DAEs over a
specified time interval, which yields the time-evolution of the mechanical system. The
integrators and supporting algorithms (e.g., nonlinear solvers) are a part of a standalone program
called ADAMS/Solver, which carries out the actual simulation of the model and creates output
files which contain the results of the simulation. There is also a post-processing tool that allows
for easy and quick analysis of results by creating plots and animations of the simulation.
Another feature of MD/ADAMS is that it supports many vertical products for specific
purposes. Two vertical products which the authors have experience using and are suitable for
2

tracked vehicle simulations are: 1) the ADAMS Tracked Vehicle toolkit (ATV), and 2) the
Crawler software program. Both programs support the multibody approach described in section
1.2 above, and the ATV toolkit also supports the superelement method described in section 1.1.
It should be noted that another simulation program, Chrono::Engine was investigated for
modeling and simulating a tracked vehicle on granular terrain; however, the vehicle model was
not mentioned in this section because the software in its current form it is not appropriate for
tracked vehicle analysis. This is because 1) there is no Graphical User Interface (models and
simulations are set up by writing C++ programs), and 2) the user must be very familiar with the
functions contained in the SDK. However, a tracked vehicle model was created in order to
demonstrate the capability to simulate systems with granular terrain models, and details on the
steps required to implement the vehicle model will be included in section 8.2.

2.1 ATV Toolkit Modeling Methodology
The ATV toolkit was developed by MSC/Software for modeling and simulating tracked
vehicles on both hard and soft soils. The modeling methodology uses a template based design
which divides a vehicle into subsystems that are modeled independently. Sets of subsystems are
invoked and integrated together to create a vehicle assembly at simulation time to represent the
vehicle model. The subsystems present in the model used for simulation demonstrations (section
7) include: the hull, suspension units and attached road wheels, support roller, tensioning system
and attached idler, drive sprocket and powertrain, and track shoe chain (Figure 1). This template
based design allows for easy and quick substitution of subsystems to simulate different vehicles.
For example, the drive sprocket shown in Figure 1 could be replaced by a sprocket with gear
teeth with varied pitch angles to determine its effect on the forces in the pins and bushings that
connect adjacent track shoes.
The ATV toolkit has many useful features other than the template based modeling
methodology, including:
1) A built-in routine that automatically wraps the track chain around the rolling elements
2) Force based connection elements between track shoes that allow for compliance in the
track chain
3) A method for easy switching between half-vehicle and full-vehicle models (for both 2D
and 3D simulations) assuming the model is symmetric along its centerline
4) The track chain can be made up of many rigid track shoes with compliant connection
elements (Figure 1), or as a single Degree of Freedom (DOF) flexible band [2]
5) Allows for definition of custom road profiles using the standard ADAMS (.rdf) filetype
6) Both soft and rigid soil models are supported
7) Automatically initiates the rigid body frictional contacts between the track chain and
rolling elements (and if using a rigid soil model, contacts are also created between the
track shoes and terrain)
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Figure 1. Subsystems that are part of the full tracked vehicle assembly. From top left, clockwise: Support
roller, hull, powertrain and drive sprocket, road wheels, track chain and idler.

2.2

Crawler plug-in Modeling Methodology

The Crawler software program was created by Dr. Holger Haut and was intended for
modeling and simulating large hydraulic excavators. It does not use a template based design, but
rather employs a step-by-step process in the standard ADAMS/View GUI. Steps involved in the
modeling process include 1) import and place CAD geometry in the proper locations, 2)
automatically initialize joints, rigid body contacts (including friction) and motions and 3) set up
and run the simulation. The track chain is composed of rigid track shoes connected with revolute
joints. There is a built-in function that allows the user to import an entire track chain and
manually wrap it around the rolling elements. The Crawler software program is intended for
slow moving vehicles operating in a straight line on rigid, flat terrain. It supports the modeling of
many common hydraulic excavator vehicle configurations. For example, the model shown in
Figure 2 consists of: 5 road wheels, 3 support rollers, 45 track shoes, a front idler, and a drive
sprocket.
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Figure 2. Simulation running a model created using the Crawler software program

3 Recommendations on Speed and Ease of Building Vehicle
Models, and Accuracy and Run-time of Simulations
In the case of tracked military vehicles, which typically operate at high speeds and often
on non-flat terrain, the recommended software is the ATV toolkit. There are three main reasons
for this decision. First and foremost, the track shoes are connected with compliant force
elements. High speed operation causes large forces in the track chain tension, which in turn
would cause non-negligible deflections in the bushing and pin elements that connect the track
shoes, which is extremely important when analyzing the dynamics of the track chain. Second,
there is an option to use rigid or soft soil terrain models, which is desirable when considering
non-paved surfaces. The elements of the soft-soil model used in the ATV package are discussed
in section 3. Finally, the template based design allows for easy substitution of entire subsystems
rather than individual bodies. If dealing with multiple instances of complex subsystems (e.g. a
road arm/road wheel subsystem with a pneumatic suspension), this feature will greatly reduce the
redundancy of recreating the subsystem.
The template based modeling methodology is not as simple as the standard
ADAMS/View interface, which is utilized by the Crawler software. Thus, it poses a steep
learning curve for users not familiar with the template based design. However, the benefits of
using the ATV toolkit outweigh this shortcoming, even if the user does not have any experience
with the MD/ADAMS software program.
Please note that numerical experiments including simulation run-times will be discussed
in section 5, where tracked vehicles are simulated on various terrain models.
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4 Options for Modeling Non-paved Terrain for use in Tracked
Vehicle Simulation
Non-paved terrain is considered either 1) a non-flat road profile with non-deformable soil
(hard packed), or 2) deformable soil with any type of road profile. The ADAMS ATV toolkit is
able to handle both of these cases to a degree, but has limitations in regards to (2). An alternative
is introduced and implemented in Chrono::Engine, which is able to handle granular terrain as a
set of discrete bodies that interact through frictional contact. The Crawler toolkit only supports
rigid terrain; however, the vehicle model can be run on custom road profiles provided they are
able to be imported as Parasolid CAD files.

4.1 Non-deformable, non-flat terrain in the ATV toolkit
Once road profile data is ready to be used in the modeling environment, it must be posed
in a filetype that is recognized by the simulation software. The ATV toolkit uses the standard
ADAMS text based Road Data File (RDF) type. The road profile is defined as a triangle mesh,
where each input data point represents a vertex. Sets of vertices are then grouped to define
triangles that make up the mesh. Figure 3 shows a section of road made up of this type of triangle
mesh. MATLAB functions are available upon request that automatically assemble and create
LxW

RDF files from an input matrix of measured road height data, M ∈ R
, where LxW are
the road profile heights along the length and width of the road, respectively.
Although the level of fidelity of the road model can be as high as the total number of
known vertices, the simulation time required per time step using the RDF file type increases
quadratically with the number of triangles in the mesh. This is due to the fact that for each time
step, the simulation has to check every triangle for contact with the vehicle. For example, a road
profile defined with 200,000 data points results in 350,000+ triangular elements, creating a
computational bottleneck.
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Figure 3. Road profile defined with a mesh of triangular elements shown as a wireframe (top) and

shaded (bottom)

4.2 Deformable Terrain in the ATV toolkit
The ATV toolkit handles the road profile for non-deformable terrain in the same way that
was described in the previous section. However, a combination of soft-soil models is employed
in place of the rigid body frictional contacts that describe the interaction between the vehicle and
terrain. Bekker and Janosi and Hanamoto soft soil models are used to describe the vertical and
shearing terramechanic forces, respectively. Also, repeptitive loading effects are also taken into
account. It should be noted that the ATV toolkit was not intended for full 3D vehicle simulations
using soft soil models; thus, bulldozing effects are not taken into account. However, fully 3D
vehicle simulations on soft soil are still possible (although I had to request an update of the ATV
toolkit from MSC for this to work properly). A brief overview of the theoretical background
behind these soft-soil models is provided in the following sections.

4.2.1 Soil Stress Due to Soil Deformation
Bekker proposed an empirical pressure-sinkage relationship for terrains under the
assumption that the terrain is homogenous in the depth range of operation and is characterized by
the following equation [7]:
k

(4.1)
p =  c + kϕ  z n
b

where  is pressure,  is the width of the smaller edge of the contact area patch e.g. the width of
the track shoe,  is vertical sinkage, and ,  ,  are pressure-sinkage parameters
experimentally obtained for each type of soil.  is the parameter associated with cohesion and
 represents the frictional quality of the soil. A common technique for measuring the response
of the terrain to obtain these types of soil parameters is known as the bevameter technique [7-9].
Example values for the pressure-sinkage parameters of sand, clay and snow are given in Table 1.
The pressure-sinkage relationship of these three different types of soil is plotted in Figure 4.
Pressure-sinkage behavior of selected soils, b = 10 cm with a plate width of b=10 cm.
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Table 1. Pressure-sinkage parameters (sources: [7, 10])

Terrain Type

Dry Sand
Heavy Clay
Snow

Moisture Content

n




n+1

[%]

[-]

[kN/m

0
40
n/a

1.1
0.11
1.6

0.99
1.84
4.37

]

[kN/mn+2]
1528.43
103.27
196.72

Figure 4. Pressure-sinkage behavior of selected soils, b = 10 cm

The tractive force of a vehicle is a function of the shearing of the terrain. The maximum
shear stress that a terrain can produce is given by [11]:
τ max = c + p tan ϕ
(4.2)
where
 is the maximum shear stress,  is the normal stress and  and  are the cohesion and
the angle of internal shearing resistance of the terrain, respectively. The actual tractive effort of a
tracked vehicle is dependent on the shear displacement of the terrain. Bekker noticed that shear
stress is a function of shear displacement; hence terrain that has just come into contact with the
vehicle running gear exerts no shear stress since the shear displacement is initially zero. The
shear displacement increases to a maximum at the back end of the vehicle’s running gear, as
shown in Figure 5. Note that in reality, the maximum shear displacement is reached quickly
depending on the type of soil and vehicle system.
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Figure 5. Shear displacement j of the terrain increases from the front to the rear of the vehicle

For most distributed soils, i.e. terrains composed of sand, clay or fresh snow, the shear stressshear displacement relationship proposed by Janosi and Hanamoto [7, 11] is typically used. The
equation for the actual shear stress becomes:
τ = τ max (1 − e− j / K )
(4.3)
τ = (c + p tan ϕ )(1 − e− j / K )
where  is the shear displacement and  is the shear deformation modulus, which is a measure of
the magnitude of the shear displacement required to develop the maximum shear stress [12].
Shear stress initially increases with shear displacement at a rate determined by , and then
reaches a constant value for any increase in shear displacement, as shown in Figure 6. Equation
(4.3) can be used to determine the approximate tractive force of a vehicle on a given terrain.
This equation depends on the normal pressure distribution along the length of the track, and any
function for normal pressure can be used for .
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Figure 6. Shear-stress curves according to Eq. (4.3)

4.2.2 Considerations for Repetitive Loading
Tracked vehicles have a tendency to encounter the same section of terrain with different
vehicle loads, which requires repetitive loading to be taken into consideration due to the
elastoplastic nature of the soft soil model. For example, an element of terrain will be initially
compressed when a track shoe first encounters it. As the vehicle moves, track slippage and
vehicle dynamics will cause the track-soil forces to vary. Due to the elastoplastic nature of the
soil there will be a certain amount of permanent plastic deformation as well as elastic
deformation which rebounds when an element of soil is initially loaded then unloaded. This soil
element will then experience reloading if the vehicle exerts a large enough force on the element.
Experimental observations have shown that the unloading-reloading cycle can be
approximated by a linear pressure-sinkage relationship which is assumed to be the average
response of the terrain [11, 13]:
p = pu − ku ( zu − z )
(4.4)
where p and z are the pressure and sinkage, respectively during either unloading or reloading;
pu and zu are the pressure and sinkage, respectively, when unloading begins and ku is the
average slope of the unloading-reloading line. The degree of elastic rebound is represented by
the ku parameter; as the soil behavior become more plastic and less elastic, the slope represented
by ku approaches a vertical line. Experimental measurements have shown that the value of ku is
dependent on zu , and an approximate relationship can be expressed as [11, 13]
ku = k0 + Au zu
(4.5)
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where k0 and Au are soil specific parameters and zu is the depth of sinkage where unloading
begins. Figure 7 illustrates the repetitive loading behavior of a type of sandy terrain. As the soil
is initially loaded along the curve 0-A, it follows the pressure-sinkage relationship of
equation(4.1). Curve A-B represents the response of the terrain as it is unloaded to zero pressure
as given by equation (4.4). As the terrain is reloaded, it follows the same curve A-B, and then
resumes the pressure-sinkage relationship given by equation(4.1) along curve A-C once point A
is reached during reloading.

Figure 7. Repetitive loading of a sandy terrain

4.3 Granular Soil Model in Chrono::Engine
The following soil model has been implemented in the physics engine Chrono::Engine,
created by Professor Alessandro Tasora at the University of Parma, Italy[14]. This physics
engine was utilized because it contains a fast and scalable approach to handling problems with a
large number of rigid body frictional contacts, which was leveraged to create a discrete element
model of granular terrain. It should be noted that special algorithms for parallel collision
detection and solution to the resulting contact force problem have been implemented on the
Graphic Processor Unit (GPU) to maximize the computational speed of granular soil simulations.
Several constraints guided the development of the terrain model. The collision detection
was implemented for spherical geometry so all particles were considered to be spheres. The
targeted dynamics simulation environment, Chrono::Engine, is a system for simulating rigid
bodies with contact and friction but without cohesion or other effects. Therefore, the terrain
model consisted of rigid spheres interacting through dry friction, an example of which can be
seen in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Example of a granular terrain model composed of rigid spheres.

Two separate components of the terrain model were considered. First, preprocessing was
required to generate appropriate granular terrain data sets on which to simulate tracked vehicles.
Second, a methodology was required to manage the terrain model during the course of the
dynamics simulation.

4.3.1 Terrain Preprocessing
Before performing a simulation with granular terrain, the terrain profile of interest must
be processed to generate an appropriate granular model. The entire simulation domain must be
filled with particles while possibly matching a predefined 3D profile. The end result of the
preprocessing stage should be the global positions and radii of all the spheres in a representative
granular terrain at the start of a vehicle simulation. Several methods were considered to generate
useful terrain data.
4.3.1.1 Random Filling
The first method for generating terrain data was random filling of the simulation
environment. Spheres can be created in a simulation environment at random positions in the
domain of interest. After the spheres are allowed to settle to resting positions, a tracked vehicle
simulation can be performed. To accomplish this, a separate preprocessing simulation was
performed. Some boundary geometry was created to contain the granular material during the
simulation. Spheres were created at random positions above the boundary geometry and allowed
to fall. After it was determined that the spheres had settled, the locations of the spheres were
saved and the simulation was stopped. The saved data file could later be used to load terrain
particles at the start of a vehicle simulation.

4.3.1.2 Mesh Based Model
An alternative method was created to allow for better control over the surface profile of
the granular terrain model. Here, it was assumed that the terrain profile of interest was defined in
12

a rectangular mesh. In other words, the input data contained the elevation of the terrain profile at
regular intervals in the plane of the terrain. With the input data defined on a rectangular grid, it
was possible to re-sample the terrain data to obtain points with uniform spacing in both plane
directions. Then, a sphere could be placed at each node point in the grid. An example of a
rectangular terrain mesh and the associated granular terrain model can be seen in Figure 9. To
create depth in the granular terrain model, the grid would be offset in the elevation direction to
add deeper layers of particles. Layers with different sized particles could be created by resampling the mesh at different intervals.

Figure 9. Comparison of original mesh and derived granular terrain model.

4.3.1.3 Heightmap Based Model
A final method was created, providing an alternative method of inputting terrain profile
data. In this case, it was assumed that terrain elevation data was embedded in a heightmap image
file. A heightmap is a gray-scale image which represents elevation as shades of gray. The lowest
elevations are given a value of 0 (black), while highest elevations are given a value of 1 (white).
As in the case of the mesh based model, the heightmap can be sampled at uniform intervals to
create particles of a certain size. Because the heightmap data is normalized, the desired range of
physical elevations must be known, so the elevations can be scaled appropriately. For example,
13

assume that a given heightmap image corresponds to a terrain profile where the difference in
elevation between the lowest and highest points is known to be h. The elevation at any location
can be computed by multiplying the dimensionless elevation (between 0 and 1) by h. As in the
previous model, different layers of the granular terrain can be created by offsetting the sphere
positions appropriately. Layers of particles of different sizes can be created by re-sampling the
heightmap data on different intervals. A sample heightmap and the corresponding terrain profile
generated using this method is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Comparison of heightmap image (right) and derived granular terrain model (left). Note that the
white arrows define the alignment between the terrain model and the heightmap.

4.3.2 Terrain Model in Dynamics Simulations
With a granular terrain model of the entire simulation domain of interest, care must be
taken when performing the dynamics simulation of tracked vehicles over granular terrain. The
model must accurately capture the surface profile of the appropriate terrain. The terrain should
be as fine-grained as possible to best represent real world gravel or sand-type terrain. Finally, the
current simulation environment limits the number of rigid bodies which can be simulated in a
single simulation to about 1 million.
Consider a tracked vehicle moving over granular terrain. The faster the vehicle is
traveling, the longer the required terrain profile for a fixed length simulation. For example, a
vehicle traveling at 15 mph for 15 seconds covers 330 feet. If the terrain profile has a width of
about 20 feet, the 1 million usable particles would be exhausted in a single layer of particles of 1
inch diameter. This example illustrates the way in which the limit on the number of rigid bodies
in the simulation can limit the length of usable terrain profiles. Additionally, it becomes obvious
that particles very far from the vehicle are relatively unimportant and have no impact on the
14

dynamics of the vehicle. Therefore, a method called moving bounding-box terrain modeling was
developed to allow higher fidelity terrain models to be used in the vicinity of the vehicle while
reducing the wasted computational effort associated with simulating particles far from the
vehicle. This method is described in the following sections.
4.3.2.1 Description of Model
The goal of the granular terrain model in the dynamics simulation was to dedicate as
many rigid bodies to the terrain as possible while allowing long terrain profiles and eliminating
wasted computational effort. To achieve this, a moving bounding box approach was utilized. A
large terrain profile is preprocessed as described in previous sections, creating a granular terrain
model with possibly many millions of bodies. A bounding box is attached to the vehicle in the
simulation. Only those particles which fall completely within the bounding box are created as
rigid bodies in the simulation. Those particles which intersect the box are fixed in space and are
used to contain the active particles. Those particles which lie completely outside the bounding
box are stored in a separate, more memory efficient data structure so they can be activated if
necessary as the vehicle and associated bounding box move in space. In this manner, only some
subset of the original terrain particles is active at any instant. This allows finer-grained particles
and avoids simulating particles far from the area of interest where the vehicle is interacting with
the terrain. See Figure 11 for an example of the bounding box concept.

Figure 11. Example of bounding box terrain model. The granular terrain model on the left contains 284,715
particles, while the bounding box on the right contains an average of 90,000 particles.

4.3.2.2 Implementation
The granular terrain model was implemented in Chrono::Engine simulations through an
auxiliary class called GranularTerrain. The GranularTerrain class uses terrain data which is
created in a preprocessing step. The terrain data is loaded from a file into the data structure of the
GranularTerrain class. At each simulation time step, the GranularTerrain class is updated. In
each update, the active bodies are scanned first, and the inactive bodies are scanned second. If
any active body has moved outside of the bounding box it is removed from the simulation. If any
inactive body has moved into the bounding box, it is added to the simulation. Any body which is
intersecting the bounding box is set fixed to contain the active bodies. The entire terrain data
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structure is maintained throughout the simulation. In other words, the effect of the vehicle on the
terrain is persistent, even if the vehicle moves away and returns, causing particles to re-activate.

4.3.3 Selecting Particle Size and Properties
Several factors are important when considering particle size and properties. Most
importantly, the terrain model should reflect physical terrain as accurately as possible. However,
some approximations are necessary. For example, in the current implementation the terrain
particles are idealized as spheres to allow for fast collision detection. Work is currently under
way to support ellipsoidal geometry in addition to simple spheres. Additionally, recall the one
million bodies per simulation limit imposed by the computing hardware. When considering a
realistic volume of granular terrain such as sand, the number of particles could easily exceed one
billion. Therefore, particles are artificially large to fit within simulation size requirements. With
over-sized particles, determination of appropriate mass and coefficient of friction values is also
difficult. Currently, mass and friction values are simply estimated by intuition. Finally, the initial
particle configuration can have a large effect on the granular dynamics. The initial packing and
range of radii directly affects the dynamics of the terrain as it is loaded. Future work may allow
for better terrain property identification, but such work is beyond the scope of this document.

5 Recommendations on Speed and Ease of Building Terrain
Models, and Accuracy and Run-time of Simulations
5.1 Non-Deformable, non-paved Terrain
If non-paved terrain is composed of a hard packed substance, the recommendation is to
use the non-deformable terrain model in the ATV toolkit for two reasons. First, it is relatively
easy to describe the parameters for the contact forces that act between the vehicle and road
profile. Also, these parameters could most likely be used for most types of non-deformable nonpaved terrains, where only the values describing friction would need to be chosen with care.
Second, if the stiffness and damping parameters are chosen appropriately, the simulation runtimes are relatively short. The stiffness needs to be large enough to avoid excessive
interpenetration between the road and vehicle, but not too large to cause integrator convergence
problems. The following example uses a full tracked vehicle model running two 5 second
simulation. The only difference between the simulations is that the values for the stiffness and
damping (k, and c, respectively) are different. For the low ground stiffness case, these values are
k = 200 N/mm and c = 2 N-sec/mm, and for the high ground stiffness case they are k = 2E8
N/mm and c = 2E6 N-sec/mm. Using the higher stiffness values results in a simulation time that
is more than one order of magnitude greater than the low ground stiffness case, as shown in
Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Simulation run-times
times when low (left) and high (right) ground stiffness values are used in the nonnon
deformable terrain model

5.2 Deformable, non-paved
paved Terrain
5.2.1 ATV Toolkit Deformable Soil Evaluation
Terrain that is non-deformable
deformable must be modeled using either the deformable soil model
in the ATV toolkit, or using the method
methods for creating granular terrain in Chrono::Engine. The
soft soil models in the ATV toolkit require the user to specify a soil property file that defines all
the parameters discussed in section 4.2. However, these parameters can be experimentally
measured using a bevameter or found in references such as [7, 8, 15].. The accuracy of this soft
soil method depends on many factors, including the accuracy of the experimental measurements,
and the adherence to the assumptions (i.e., Bekker’s vertical pressure
pressure-sinkage
sinkage relationship
rel
assumes the soil is homogeneous, which it generally is not in reality)
reality).. Depending on the
complexity of the vehicle model and the fidelity of the rectangular grid used for repetitive
loading, a half-vehicle
vehicle model can take anywhere from 30 minutes to 3 hours of computation time
per second of simulation time. Full vehicle models will take substantially more time to simulate
since the number of soft-soil
soil force calculations will effectively double.
There are two important details regarding the impleme
implementation of the soft--soil model in the
ATV toolkit. First, rather than specifying rigid body contact parameters, a soil property file is
used to define the parameters in the equations discussed in the previous sections. Also, there is a
grid of equally sizedd rectangles overlaid on top of the road profile
profile, as shown in Figure 13. The
purpose of this grid is to define discrete soil elements which have a memory of the maximum
vertical and shear displacements experienced. This memory is used to properly calculate the
forces due to repetitive loading effects.
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Figure 13. Screenshot of a tracked vehicle simulated on a soft-soil model. Notice the overlaid rectangular grid
on top of the road profile.

For soils where cohesion is a factor, the deformable soil models contained in the ATV
toolkit are the most appropriate since the granular terrain model in Chrono::Engine does not
currently take cohesion effects into consideration. However, modeling granular terrain as a set of
rigid bodies interacting through frictional contact is infeasible in ADAMS due to the inefficient
formulation of the frictional contact problem. This formulation will be discussed and is shown to
be infeasible for use as a discrete element granular terrain model. This is demonstrated with a
series of simulation experiments.

5.2.2 Rigid Body Frictional Contacts in ADAMS
ADAMS and the ATV toolkit utilize a penalty based method for handling colliding rigid
bodies. The method treats the interaction between colliding bodies as a very stiff spring/damper
which results in a repulsion force.
There are three basic steps to handle colliding rigid bodies in the penalty approach. First,
the collisions themselves must be detected. This includes detecting bodies in contact and
determining the volume of intersection between the colliding bodies. MSC/ADAMS utilizes the
collision detection engine RAPID for this purpose [16]. Once the volume of intersection is
known, the centroid of the intersection volume is determined. The centroid of the intersection is
the center of mass of the intersecting bodies with the assumption of uniform density. The closest
point on each solid to this centroid is calculated, and a line connected these two points is known
as the penetration depth, d and is used to find the normal contact force, Fn, associated with the
colliding bodies using the following equation:
Fn = Kd e − cmax dɺ
d ≥ d max
(5.1)
F = Kd e − c dɺ
d<d
n

max

step
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where K is the contact stiffness, cmax is the maximum damping coefficient, e is the contact
exponent (a positive real number), d max is the penetration depth at which full damping is turned
on, dɺ is the time derivative of d and c is an interpolation of a third order polynomial, i.e., c
step

step

=f(d). The interpolation of the third order polynomial for the damping coefficient is used to avoid
a discontinuity in the damping force at the onset of a collision[17]. Figure 14 illustrates how the
penetration depth is found from the volume of intersection. Two spheres are colliding, both with
radius r. The closest point of the solid blue sphere’s centroid to the volume of intersection is
denoted x, and the depth of penetration d is the subtraction of x from r. RAPID approximates the
collision geometry as a mesh of polyhedrons, and uses the approximated shapes to compute the
intersection volume when computing the repulsion force.

Figure 14. Two colliding spheres with raidus r and penetration depth d

It should be noted that there are many sources of modeling uncertainty associated with
the penalty based approach for handling rigid body contacts. For example, colliding bodies in
tracked vehicle simulations typically experience large forces over a relatively small contact area.
This leads to very high contact stresses on the bodies near the point of contact, and would almost
certainly lead to deformation of the bodies, which violates the rigid body assumption. On the
same note, the fact that the penalty method allows an intersection volume to compute the
repulsion force is another violation of the same assumption. The geometry representation to
calculate the volume of intersection is not exact as the method is general and RAPID
approximates the exact geometry with a surface mesh of polyhedral. The volume of intersection
is a function of the timestep, therefore different contact forces will result depending on the
selected value of the timestep during a collision event. The added damping values in equation
(5.1), which improve the robustness of the integrator, also introduce uncertainty to the system.
These types of modeling uncertainties in conjunction with the fact that it is difficult to
experimentally determine contact stiffness and damping parameters illustrate the fact that the
penalty based method for calculating rigid body frictional contacts is laden with possible
uncertainties from multiple sources.
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5.2.3 Scalability Problems with Rigid Body Frictional Contact in ADAMS
In addition to the numerous uncertainties associated with this type of collision method, it
scales extremely poorly as the number of colliding bodies increases. A set of experiments were
carried out in ADAMS where an increasing number of steel balls were dropped into a box and
allowed to settle for a certain amount of time [18]. As shown in Figure 15, the run-time of the
simulation scales quadratically with the number of colliding bodies in the simulation. Thus,
representing granular terrain as a collection of rigid bodies interacting through frictional contact
in ADAMS is infeasible using the currently available methods contained in the software.
CPU time v. Number of Spheres in ADAMS
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Figure 15. Quadratic scaling of the simulation time as a function of number of spheres using the penalty
method in ADAMS
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5.2.4 Scalability of Rigid Body Frictional Contact Problems in
Chrono::Engine
The same types of experiments were run in Chrono::Engine, and the trend was that the run-time
increased linearly, as shown in
y = 0.3178x + 0.1056
R2 = 0.997
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Figure 16. The rigid body frictional contact method contained in Chrono::Engine was enhanced
by leveraging the parallel computing power of GPUs to allow simulations of systems with over a
billion collisions and over a million colliding bodies. The following section gives results from
numerical experiments of simulating a full tracked vehicle on granular terrain in Chrono::Engine.
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Figure 16. Linear scaling of the simulation time as a function of number of spheres using the method
contained in Chrono::Engine

5.3 Chrono::Engine Granular Terrain Numerical Experiments
A tracked vehicle simulation on granular terrain was carried out in Chrono::Engine after
developing the terrain and vehicle models separately. Here, the moving bounding box of the
terrain model was tied to the center of the track model. In this manner, active terrain particles
were centered around the tracked vehicle. Simulations were performed in this section with the
goal of testing the full tracked vehicle model and its interaction with a granular terrain model.
5.3.1.1 Description of Model
The track model used in these numerical experiments was identical to that used when
testing the track model in isolation (see Figure 46). However, in these experiments, a full track
model was simulated including two tracks connected rigidly to the main body of the vehicle. The
center plane of each track was offset from the midplane of the vehicle by a distance of 1.5
meters. With two tracks, the collision geometry of the vehicle contained 3,189,816 spheres to be
checked for collisions.
The first terrain model used in these experiments was created from a heightmap image.
The model contained 284,715 particles in total, split evenly between 5 layers. Each particle had
an identical radius of 0.027273 m. A portion of the terrain model can be seen in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Granular terrain model used in double track simulation.

The second terrain model was generated by random filling. The model contained 467,100
particles. The model was first randomly filled with spheres, resulting in a flat terrain profile. In a
second pre-processing step, more spheres were randomly added in a subsection of the terrain
profile, resulting in a speed bump-like feature in the terrain profile. The radius of the particles
was randomly distributed between 0.0225 m and 0.0275 m.
5.3.1.2 Description of Simulations
In the first experiment, both driving sprockets were given identical constant angular
velocities of 1.0 radians/sec. The center of the vehicle was given an initial height of 1.85 m to
ensure no initial contact between the track bodies and the terrain particles. The initial
configuration of the simulation can be seen in Figure 18. Each time step was 0.005 seconds, and
the simulation was 12 seconds long.
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Figure 18. Initial configuration of double track simulation on granular terrain.

In the second experiment, the driving sprockets were given constant angular velocities of
1.0 radian/sec. The second terrain profile based on random filling was used. Each time step was
0.005 seconds, and the simulation was 10.3 seconds long.
5.3.1.3 Analysis of Results
At each time step of the first double track simulation, the position and orientation of the
center of mass of each body in the simulation was recorded. The 12 second long simulation took
18 hours and 32 minutes to finish, so each time step took, on average, 27.75 seconds. In postprocessing, an animation of the simulation was rendered. By inspecting the animation, the
granular nature of the terrain was observed.
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Figure 19. Snapshot of double track simulation, showing disturbed state of terrain.

For example, Figure 19 shows the disturbed state of the terrain after the vehicle has passed by.
The track depressed the terrain when passing over a small hill, resulting in more tightly packed
terrain particles.

Figure 20. Positions of four track shoes during double track simulation on granular terrain.

The settling of the track can also be observed when considering the positions of the track
shoes while on the bottom of the track. Figure 20 shows the positions over time of four
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consecutive track shoes on one of the tracks. The initial sharp drop in vertical position was a
result of the track falling until it first contacted the terrain. At this point, shoes 1 through 4 are
distributed around the front idler and begin moving down towards the bottom span of the track.
At about 3.5 seconds into the simulation, the vehicle pitches forward due to the terrain profile
and shoes 1 through 4, now at the front of the bottom span of the track, contact the terrain at
nearly the same time. Recalling that the angular velocity of the driving gear is low, it can be
assumed that there was little slip in the driving direction. This assumption was verified
qualitatively by observing the rendered animation of the simulation. With no slip, the vertical
position of a track shoe would be constant if the terrain was rigid. Therefore, any change in
vertical position over time can be attributed to sinkage in the granular terrain. This sinkage can
be observed in Figure 20, where the positions of the track shoes attain a slight downward slope at
about 6 seconds into the simulation. Each shoe is then picked up in order by the drive sprocket to
pass to the top span of the track.
In the second experiment, the positions and orientations of all bodies in the simulation
were recorded. Additionally, the reaction forces and moments associated with all bilateral
constraints were recorded. The ten second long simulation took 20 hours and 32 minutes to
finish, for an average time of 35.8 seconds required per time step.
In this simulation, reaction forces were considered. Figure 21shows the vertical reaction
force in the forward-most road wheel of the left track. The force is expressed in the coordinate
frame of the vehicle body. The original data was very noisy, so a simple Gaussian filter was used
to allow easier interpretation of results. The vertical reaction force drops to zero after the
forward-most road wheel passes the top of the bump, at which point the other road wheels take
up more vertical force. At about 8 seconds into the simulation, the vehicle pitches forward over
the top of the bump. As the front road wheel contacts the ground, the vertical reaction force
spikes, as expected.
Additional data can be obtained from the second test simulation related to the torque
required to maintain constant angular velocity of the driving sprocket. The reaction torque in the
coordinate frame of the vehicle body can be seen, after filtering, in Figure 22.
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Figure 21. Vertical reaction in forward-most road wheel (after Gaussian filter)

Figure 22. Reaction torque in axis of rotation of driving sprocket.
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5.4 ATV Toolkit Deformable Soil Numerical Experiments
Numerical experiments pertaining to the tracked vehicle and deformable terrain will
focus on two important aspects in order to gauge how the response of the system is affected by
uncertainty stemming from measurement error in the soft-soil parameters. To simplify the
experiments, parameters associated with the soft soil model used were assumed to vary by +/5% from their nominal values.
The aspects of interest are: vehicle mobility and forces in the track chain connection
components. To gauge the mobility of the tracked vehicle on the various permutations of the soft
soil model, the behavior of forward chassis velocities during acceleration and at quasi-steady
state operating conditions will be investigated. A main cause of tracked vehicle failure is due to
“throwing” a track shoe, where one of the bushing elements between two track shoes fails, which
renders the vehicle completely immobile. Thus, bushing force results between track shoe
connections will be addressed. Simulation settings and run-times will also be provided.

5.5 Tracked Vehicle Simulation Parameters
A single, flat road profile was used and is shown in Figure 23. The nominal soft-soil
parameters are based on a dry sand terrain reported in [15] and the parameters for that soil are
listed in Table 2. The road profile shown in Figure 23 has the surface area divided into equally
sized rectangular elements, 150 by 2 with respect to the length and width of the road. Each
element keeps track of the maximum vertical sinkage in order to calculate the correct vertical
forces on the vehicle due to repetitive loading effects discussed in section 4.2.
Table 2. Nominal soft-soil parameters for dry sand model
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The tracked vehicle begins at rest after performing a series of equilibrium analyses, and a
motion is applied to the drive sprocket which reaches a maximum value of 270 degrees/sec at 1.0
seconds into the simulation. The simulation used an HHT Integrator with an integration error of
1E-4, and an output timestep of 0.005 seconds. A total 26 simulations were run; each of which
was 5 seconds in duration. The average run-time for the simulations varied between 7 and 7.5
hours of real time.
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Figure 23. Tracked half-vehicle model shown on the flat road profile.

5.5.1 Tracked Vehicle Results: Mobility
The vehicle forward velocity was measured and data from all 26 simulations was saved to
evaluate the effect that varied soft-soil parameters has on this particular tracked vehicle model’s
mobility. A plot of the mean forward chassis velocity is shown in Figure 24. Note that the
velocity increases cubically from the initial position to time = 1 as the imposed rotational
velocity of the drive sprocket is ramped up to its maximum value of 270 deg/sec in the first
second. Due to a combination of non-steady state conditions, the slip does not reach a maximum
until a short amount of time after the maximum drive sprocket speed is achieved. Combining this
with the fact that the vehicle does not settle immediately, the steady-state velocity is reached at
approximately time = 3 seconds.
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Figure 24. Average longitudinal velocity of the tracked vehicle

Taking a closer look at the time span at steady state velocity, the individual chassis
velocities are plotted in Figure 25. Note the oscillatory nature of the data; this can be at least
partially attributed to the behavior of the track chain tension in conjunction with the tensioning
system, which is seen in tracked vehicles operating on non-deformable terrain models [19].
The variation of velocity is the most important aspect of mobility in these tracked vehicle
simulations, and the standard deviation of chassis velocities shown in Figure 25 are taken over
the steady state time interval and plotted in Figure 26. The values over the entire range of steady
state operation are very low, and it can be concluded that for this model, the assumed
measurement error of the soft-soil parameters does not have a large effect on the mobility of the
vehicle. However, during acceleration the variation in the chassis velocity is much larger as
shown in Figure 27. Thus, further studies on the impact of varied soft-soil parameters on vehicle
mobility should be in relation to the acceleration of the vehicle rather than its steady state
velocity.
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Figure 25. Individual chassis velocities during quasi-steady state operation

Figure 26. Standard deviation of chassis velocity during quasi-steady state operation
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Figure 27. Standard deviation of chassis velocity during initial acceleration

5.5.2 Tracked Vehicle Results: Bushing Forces
The bushing connection force data is inherently noisy due to the fact that each track shoe
is under the influence of: its two neighbors via bushing elements, the soft-soil exerting vertical
and horizontal forces on the bottom face of each track shoe, and the road wheels constantly
impacting the top face. Since the maximum forces exerted on the bushings are desired, the
magnitude of the bushing force is calculated by summing the vector of vertical and horizontal
forces; the lateral forces are negligible since a straight line simulation was run with a half-vehicle
model. All results concern to the track shoe shown in Figure 28; the bushing forces reported are
those in the bushing that lags the direction of travel of the track shoe in Figure 28. The calculated
bushing force magnitude for all 26 simulations is shown in Figure 29.
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Figure 28.Simulation screen shots of the selected track shoe

Figure 29. Bushing force of the track shoe shown in Fig. 7.8

The maximum, minimum and average bushing forces are reported in Figure 30, and it is
clear that there is a large difference between the maximum and minimum values from difference
simulations at each time step. A standard deviation of the bushing forces during the time span of
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quasi-steady state operating conditions is shown in Figure 31, and substantial differences are
noted in the bushing forces among the 26 simulations.
Fatigue failure is usually attributed to stress cycles, where the average force and the
amplitude and frequency of force oscillations are typically the causes of failure. Figure 30
indicates that there are large oscillations in the bushing force and Figure 31 shows that there are
large differences in bushing forces at any given time across the 26 simulations. A stress cycle
analysis should be conducted for all 26 simulations to determine the effect of the varied soft-soil
parameters on the reliability of the track shoe bushing; however, this type of in-depth analysis is
outside the scope of this work and could be an area of future work.

Figure 30. Maximum, minimum and average bushing forces

Figure 31. Standard deviation of bushing forces during quasi-steady state operation
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5.5.3 Summary
This chapter illustrated the simulation of a tracked vehicle model on a deformable terrain.
The objective of these experiments was to understand how experimental uncertainty in the softsoil parameters affects the response of the system.
A computational bottleneck due to formulation of the rigid body frictional contact
problem in the software caused a single 5 second simulation to take more than 7 hours of
computation time; therefore only a small number of simulations could be run to assess the impact
of uncertainty. A single tracked half-vehicle model was simulated on the original dry sand model
and on the 25 variations created from the Latin hypercube samples. Simulation results pertaining
to mobility and track chain reliability of the tracked vehicle model run on the soft-soil terrain
models were discussed. It was determined that the uncertainty affected the acceleration of the
vehicle more-so than its quasi-steady state velocity. There were large differences in the force
magnitudes of a selected track shoe bushing element among the simulations, and an in-depth
fatigue analysis due to stress cycles would be appropriate to determine how the uncertainty in
measured soft-soil parameters affects the reliability of the track chain due to fatigue failure in the
bushing elements.

6 Best Options for Tracked Vehicle Modeling and Simulation
Operating on non-paved Terrain
The best option for modeling a tracked vehicle is to use the ATV toolkit, which has the
advantage over the crawler software due to 1) its template based design (easy and efficient to
interchange entire subsystems), 2) the track shoe connections are compliant force elements (more
realistic for high-speed applications) and 3) it is simple to switch between deformable and nondeformable terrains as well as using a full or half vehicle configuration.
The best method for modeling and simulating non-paved terrain varies depending on the
soil composition. For hard packed surfaces that can be assumed to be non-deformable, the ATV
plugin is the best option because it treats the problem as a frictional contact between the terrain
and the vehicle. Appropriate impact force parameters do need to be selected, but it is fairly
straightforward. The only difficulty involved is choosing correct friction values.
When the non-paved terrain is deformable and the soil has non-negligible cohesion
properties, the deformable soil model included with the ATV toolkit is again the most
appropriate option. Although the model is based on empirical relationships, they are well
established and their accuracy is available in the literature [8, 20]. Simulation run-times tend to
be slightly longer than using the non-deformable terrain model in the ATV toolkit. However, if a
non-empirical granular terrain simulation is desired, Chrono::Engine is the recommended option
due to its scalable and GPU accelerated algorithms for handling systems with many rigid body
frictional contacts.
Currently, there is no other simulation program that simulates granular terrain using the
methods in Chrono::Engine; therefore validation of the accuracy against other simulations is
impossible. However, experimental validation in the form of the macro- and micro-scale granular
flow experiments is currently underway at both the University of Wisconsin-Madison and the
University of Parma in Italy. Results from these experiments and their use to validate the
granular flow characteristics of Chrono::Engine simulations will most likely be discussed in
future conference and journal articles.
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In order to validate the simulation results from the ATV toolkit, experimental data is
needed.

7 Possible Methods to Integrate the Best Methods of Vehicle
and non-paved Terrain Modeling and Simulation
For systems involving non-deformable non-paved terrains, the ATV toolkit can be used
to model and simulate both the vehicle and terrain, and no integration is necessary. This is also
the case if the terrain is deformable and consists of soil where cohesion plays a significant role in
the soil mechanics. However, if a discrete element non-empirical granular terrain is desired, the
best option would be to leverage the vehicle modeling tools of the ATV toolkit and to model and
simulate the terrain with Chrono::Engine. There are two options to accomplish this task. One
possibility is to create a vehicle model completely with the ATV Toolkit and export the model
data file (ADM) and import it into the Chrono::Engine simulation environment. This could be
accomplished by adding a conversion layer into the Chrono::Engine software, but is a crude
solution because the robustness of the ADAMS/Solver Integrators would be lost. Also,
Chrono::Engine does not have the functionality of a complete commercial simulation package
such as ADAMS. A better solution would be to enable a co-simulation environment between the
two programs. The vehicle model would be completely contained modeled and simulated in
ADAMS, and the granular terrain model would be simulated in Chrono::Engine. This is similar
to the methodology employed by ADAMS/Car and the high fidelity tire simulation software
FTire[21]. However, this is not a simple task and would require approximately 18 months of
research and development.

8 Demonstration of Implementation of Tracked Vehicle
Modelings in the ATV Toolkit and Chrono::Engine
Due to the recommendation of the ATV Toolkit for non-granular terrains and
Chrono::Engine for discrete element non-empirical granular terrain models, details on the steps
involved to implement a tracked vehicle model in both simulation packages will be discussed.

8.1 Creating a Model and Simulation with the ATV Toolkit
The tracked vehicle used in this demonstration has six major subsystems of interest. They
include: the hull, suspension units and attached road wheels, a support roller, tensioning system
and attached idler, drive sprocket and powertrain, and track shoe chain. The hull is simply a
single rigid body with mass an inertia properties and will not be discussed in-depth. The support
roller is similar in nature to the road wheels, but it has no road arm suspension and is simply
connected to the hull via a revolute joint constraint. However, the four other subsystems are not
trivial and warrant a more detailed illustration. Note that all the geometry used in the subsystems
described in the following sections was provided with the ATV toolkit, but importing geometry
from a 3D CAD modeling program is straightforward and will be described.

8.1.1 Import of Collision Geometry
In order to import collision geometry into a tracked vehicle subsystem, it must be
exported from a 3D CAD modeling program in the proper format. ADAMS supports both the
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IGES and Parasolid filetypes, both of which can be created using most CAD modeling programs.
To apply the new geometry to the desired subsystem, first open the subsystem template. Then
simply use the FileImport command, and specify the CAD filetype of choice. A PDF
document is provided with the ATV toolkit that gives step by step instructions for importing
CAD geometry for less experienced ADAMS users.

8.1.2 Suspension Unit and Road Wheel
The road wheel and suspension unit serve as the main load bearing mechanism between
the vehicle hull and track chains. Each track system has five identical road wheel and suspension
units. The type of suspension system is a trailing arm suspension, where the road wheel is
connected to a rigid road arm. Road arms are connected to a torsion bar which is modeled as a
rotational spring/damper. For simplicity, both the spring and damper forces have a linear
relationship with respect to the rotation and rotational velocity of the road arms. A revolute
constraint allows the road arm one rotational DOF with respect to the axis of rotation which is
fixed to the hull.
Two concentric cylinders are used as the geometry for the road wheel with a gap in between to
allow space for the guide tooth on each track shoe body. This design allows for three possible
collision scenarios between the track shoe and road wheel. The outer circumferential surface of
the road wheel can collide with either the flat surface of the track shoe or its guide tooth (or in
extreme circumstances, both simultaneously). The inner circular surface of the road wheel can
also come into contact with the track shoe guide tooth. During normal operating conditions, more
than one of these scenarios can occur concurrently. Figure 32 gives a schematic diagram of an
individual road wheel with its trailing arm suspension unit.

8.1.3 Tensioning System and Idler
The tensioning system and idler is the mechanism that keeps the track chain in tension
and the track shoes in contact with the inner running gear of the track system. As the vehicle
traverses obstacles, the road wheels and suspension deflect to absorb the impact, which decreases
the wrap length of the track chain. The tensioner is modeled as a linear spring with a pre-load
that is connected between the hull and the pivot arm, shown in Figure 33. If the pre-load and
stiffness of the tensioning system is not sufficient, the track chain may go slack resulting in
possible damage to running gear. The pivot arm is connected to the hull with a revolute joint that
allows one rotational DOF for the idler wheel.
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Figure 32. Schematic diagram of road wheel and suspension unit

The geometry of the idler wheel used for collision calculations is similar in nature to that
of the road wheels, which results in the same three possible collision scenarios between the idler
wheel and track shoes. The diameter of the idler wheel is slightly smaller than that of the road
wheels in this particular vehicle model.
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Figure 33. Schematic diagram of idler and tensioning system

8.1.4 Drive Sprocket and Powertrain
Drive sprockets are present on both track chains and are driven by the vehicle powertrain.
Each sprocket is connected directly to the hull with a revolute joint constraint which limits
motion to one rotational DOF along the drive axle. Motion is imparted by imposing either a
rotational motion or torque along the axle of the sprockets. Each drive sprocket is made up of
two identical gears which move in unison when the vehicle is in motion. The gears used for this
model have 11 teeth and engage the track shoes on both ends of their connection pins. The drive
sprocket on the left track system is shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 34. Drive sprocket consists of two identical gears

Similar to [5], the gear teeth usually engage several track shoes simultaneously, as shown in
Figure 35. It is evident from the figure that the gear teeth are correctly in contact with the track
shoe pins, but are penetrating the outer part of the track shoe. This is because there are two
different sets of geometry used for calculating the collision forces between the rolling elements,
track shoes and ground. The two sets of collision geometry associated with each track shoe will
be discussed in detail in the following section.
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Figure 35. Left drive sprocket gear engaging multiple track shoes

8.1.5 Track Shoe
In this model, there are a total of 73 identical track shoes in each track chain system. A
single track shoe is shown in Figure 36. Each track shoe has a few important properties that have
already been mentioned in previous sections but will be summarized here. On the inner surface
of the shoe is a guide tooth that keeps the entire chain in line with the various rolling elements.
The bottom surface has a grouser which is intended to increase the maximum tractive effort of
the vehicle.
There are two sets of collision geometry associated with each track shoe. The set on the
inner surface is used for the contact forces between the inner surface of the track chain and the
rolling elements, which includes two cylinders for the bushings, a semi-circle for the guide tooth,
and a flat plane for the body of the shoe. The set on the outer surface is used for contact between
the track shoes and terrain, and only consists of the grouser and a flat plane for the body of the
shoe. Both sets of geometry used for contact force calculations are shown in Figure 37.
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Figure 36. Individual track shoe

Figure 37. Collision geometry that contacts the rolling parts (left) and the terrain (right)

8.1.6 Compliant Track Chain
There are two different approaches for modeling the pins that connect each track shoe to
its neighboring shoe. In large, slow moving tracked vehicles such as mining excavators, the
connecting pins are large and the low speed of operation leads to a minimal deflection of the
pins. Thus, the track shoe pins can be modeled as revolute joints with friction. The track shoes
are allowed one DOF with respect to each other, rotating along the axis of the connection pin
[19, 22, 23]. The connections between track shoes in high-speed tracked vehicles are slightly
different, and usually consist of a metal pin and rubber bushing. This type of connection can also
be modeled as revolute joints under the assumption of low and constant operating speeds as
shown in [4]. However, most high-speed tracked vehicles experience large forces and deflections
in the running gear and a compliant track chain model is more appropriate.
In this model, a compliant single pin and bushing is used to link the individual shoes in
the track chain. The pin and bushing connection act as a force element which is a function of the
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coordinates of the two track shoes. Figure 38 shows a two-dimensional illustration of two
connected track shoe bodies, i and j. Each track shoe has two reference frames associated with it,
a body reference frame and a bushing reference frame. The body reference frame is located at the
center of gravity of the individual track shoe. The bushing reference frame is located a fixed
distance from each body center. In Figure 38,  and  denote the body reference frames while
 and  are the reference frames of the force-based connection for track shoes i and j,
respectively. When there is no force acting between the two track shoes via the pin and bushing
connection, the locations of  and  coincide and have a relative rotation matrix denoted by θ in
Figure 38. When there is a displacement and/or velocity between reference frames  and  , the
stiffness and damping of the bushing exerts a force between the two track shoes. The relative
displacement and velocity between the two reference frames is denoted by  and   ,
respectively, where,
r ij = jf - i f
(5.2)
rɺ ij = ɺj - ɺi
f

f

and the dot denotes a derivative with respect to time. The bushing force exerted on track shoe j
by body i in terms of the reference frame  can be calculated by:
 Q j  K 0   r ij  C 0   rɺ ij 
(5.3)
 j  = -
  ij  - 
  ɺ ij 
Qθ   0 K θ  δθ   0 Cθ  δθ 
where K, Kθ, C, and Cθ are the three-dimensional bushing stiffness and damping matrices, δθ ij is
the change in rotation from the zero torque rotation θ shown in Figure 38, Q j and Q θj are the
translational and rotational force and torque vectors, respectively. The reaction force and torque
exerted on track shoe i by body j is equal and opposite in direction to the values found from
Equation (5.3).
Experimental measurement techniques to determine the value of the compliance
parameters discussed in this section are readily available in the literature [5], but an investigation
of the actual compliance parameters of the model is not the focus of this thesis and will omitted.
However, the compliance parameters were considered representative since the track chain
tension forces obtained in the simulations were similar to the experimental values obtained from
a similar tracked vehicle in [6].
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Figure 38. References frames for track shoes i and j. Subscripts ‘b’ and ‘f’ indicate body and pin

reference frames; θ is angle between  and  that causes zero torque.

8.1.7 Assembly Topology
The assembly consists of: the hull, five suspension units and attached road wheels, one
support roller, one tensioning system and attached idler, one drive sprocket and powertrain, and a
track shoe chain made up of 73 track rigid bodies with compliant bushing type connections.
Figure 1 illustrates each subsystem as part of the full vehicle assembly. ADAMS automatically
assembles all the subsystems into the full assembly when the simulation is invoked.
All of the rolling elements are connected to the chassis through a series of kinematic
joints. The track chain is compliant and each track shoe is connected to its neighbor using a force
element to model a pin and rubber bushing. The inner surface of the track chain and the rolling
elements interact through rigid body frictional contacts, which were discussed in section 5.2.2.
The outer surface of the track chain interacts with the terrain with rigid body contacts if the soil
is considered hard and non-deformable. If the soil is soft and deformable, a soft-soil model is
implemented. This model consists of three main elements: the Bekker pressure-sinkage
relationship shown in equation (4.1), the Janosi-Hanamoto shear stress-shear displacement
relationship shown in equation (4.3) and the repetitive loading effects shown in equation (4.4).
The Bekker model is used to produce vertical forces and the Janosi-Hanamoto produce
horizontal forces in the lateral and longitudinal directions. The repetitive loading effects only
apply to vertical forces as repetitive loading effects for shear displacements are minimal.
Bulldozing effects are not considered; however, the application of this soft soil model uses dry
sand which has a small amount of sinkage in comparison to other soils such as snow. Therefore it
is reasonable that the bulldozing effects are ignored.
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8.2 Creating a Model and Simulation with Chrono::Engine
The geometry for the tracked vehicle simulated in this work is derived from that of a
large excavator from P&H Mining Equipment. The geometry and topology is meant to be
representative of a possible tracked vehicle in order to demonstrate this simulation capability.
Therefore, the results of these simulations serve to demonstrate the types of possible simulations
and outputs which could be generated given a complete model of interest.
The simulations performed for this work were done using the multibody dynamics engine
Chrono::Engine, developed jointly by Professor Alessandro Tasora at the University of Parma,
Italy, and the Simulation Based Engineering Laboratory at the University of Wisconsin –
Madison.

8.2.1 Creation of Collision Geometry
The tracked vehicle considered here consisted of five main components.
• Front idler
• Drive sprocket
• Bottom road wheel
• Top roller
• Track shoe

Figure 39. Workflow for creating sphere-set collision geometry from native parasolid.

For each part, the following work flow was performed. The parts existed natively as
parasolid *.x_t files. The parasolid geometry file was imported into SolidWorks. It was found
that, in general, the geometries were not created around the global coordinate frame origin.
Therefore, it was necessary to re-center the geometry at the global coordinate frame to allow the
spherical decomposition to proceed correctly. The geometry was translated until the center of
mass, as computed by SolidWorks, coincided with the global origin. Then, the part was exported
in the IGES file format. The IGES file was imported into Cubit. A mesh seed was selected and
applied, and the triangular mesh was generated. The mesh was exported from Cubit as an
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Abaqus *.inp file. This file was converted to a wavefront *.obj file with a custom Matlab script.
Finally, the sphere-fitting was performed on the triangles of the mesh, including the refinement
stage as necessary. Figure 39 summarizes the workflow, where the boxes represent the tools
(SolidWorks, Matlab, etc.) and the arrows define the file formats used when moving between
steps. The original geometries and associated collision geometry sphere-sets can be seen in the
following figures.

Figure 40. Front idler as represented in SolidWorks, and as collision detection sphere-set containing 38,776
spheres.

Figure 41. Drive sprocket as represented in SolidWorks, and as collision detection sphere-set containing
70,142 spheres.
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Figure 42. Bottom road wheel as represented in SolidWorks, and as collision detection sphere-set containing
15,112 spheres.

Figure 43. Top roller as represented in SolidWorks, and as collision detection sphere-set containing 6,540
spheres.

Figure 44: Track shoe as represented in SolidWorks, and as collision detection sphere-set containing 30,235
spheres.
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8.2.2 Creation of Vehicle Model
With collision detection models of all geometry components, the next step was building
the model of the tracked vehicle. The general topology of each side of the track was assumed as
follows. First, five bottom road wheels and three top rollers are connected to the body of the
vehicle by revolute joints. One drive sprocket is connected to the body by a revolute joint and is
driven with a constant angular velocity. One front idler is connected to the vehicle body by a
revolute joint, but is also allowed to move linearly in the plane of the track. A spring force is
applied to the front idler to take up slack in the track. A total of 46 track shoes are wrapped
around the wheels, idler, and sprocket. The topology of the track can be seen in Figure 45.

Figure 45. Topology of single track.

The dimensions of the track can be seen in Figure 46. Note that fourteen track shoes are
placed in a line along both the top and the bottom. Nine track shoes are placed in an arc on each
end. The angle between adjacent shoes in each arc is 18 degrees in the initial configuration.
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Figure 46. Initial configuration of a single track.

8.2.3 Simulation on Rigid Terrain
Before developing the granular terrain model, the track model was tested by performing
several simulations on rigid terrain. Several terrain models were used for testing, including a
rigid plane, a rigid sphere-set plane, and a rigid sphere-set with some elevation changes. The
rigid plane was created as a mathematical description of an x-z plane at y=0 such that all contact
points are exactly on the plane and all collision normals are in the +y direction. The rigid flat
sphere-set was created by generating a sphere-set for a meshed plane. The bumpy rigid sphereset was created in a two step process. First, a profile capturing the changing elevation in the x-y
plane was created and extruded in the z-direction, creating the surface profile. Second, the
surface profile was meshed and a sphere-set was generated using spherical decomposition. The
flat and bumpy rigid terrain models can be seen in Figure 47. For these simulations a single track
was used, representing a half-vehicle model. The track was initialized to the configuration seen
in Figure 48, and then placed in a vertical position such that there was no initial contact between
the track shoes and the terrain. When the simulation starts, the track falls to the ground as the
tensioner extends to take up slack in the track.
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Figure 47. Images of flat and bumpy rigid sphere-set terrain models.

8.2.4 Output and Post-processing
The three rigid terrain simulations were performed with a time step of 0.005 seconds for
1000 time steps, representing 5 seconds of simulation. At each time step the position and
orientation of each body in the track model was saved. The goal of these simulations was to
ensure that the track model was operating correctly. Most importantly, the initial conditions,
tensioner action, and drive sprocket operation were checked in a qualitative sense. The output
data was post-processed by rendering each frame of each simulation in POV-Ray, a ray-tracing
program [24]. The resulting images were compiled into an animation of the simulation.
Snapshots from the flat and bumpy sphere set terrain simulations can be seen in Figure 48.

Figure 48. Snapshot from flat and bumpy rigid sphere-set terrain simulations.

The vertical position of several of the track shoes was also tracked over the course of the
simulation. Figure 49Error! Reference source not found. shows the vertical position of six
bodies in the simulation on the rigid plane terrain. The bodies are track shoes which are on the
bottom of the track in the initial configuration. The figure shows some important components of
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the simulation. First, some dynamic oscillations occur during the first 1.5 seconds of the
simulation as the track settles on the terrain and tension is induced in the track. Next, the track
shoes have a constant vertical position corresponding to the flat plane when they are on the
bottom of the track. Finally, the motion of the shoes as they are picked up by the drive sprocket
at the rear of the track can also be seen. At about 3.5 seconds into the simulation, body 22 begins
rising as it passes around the drive sprocket. Shortly thereafter body 23 and then body 24 can be
seen to do the same.

Figure 49. Vertical position of several track shoes over time for rigid plane terrain simulation.

A final test was performed with the single track model on rigid terrain. Identical 5 second
long simulations were performed on the bumpy terrain profile using the parallel GPU solver and
then the serial CPU implementation of the same solver. In both cases GPU collision detection
was used. For both simulations the total time required for the 5 second simulation was recorded.
The CPU simulation took 15.72 hours, while the GPU simulation required only 3.07 hours.
Therefore, for this simulation, the GPU implementation was 5.12 times faster than the CPU
implementation when both used the GPU collision detection.
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